[Dynamics and relationships of parameters of cognitive evoked potentials and sensorimotor reactions in the treatment of apathic depression].
The aim of the study was to investigate the neurophysiologic bases of impairments of motor and some cognitive functions in apathic depression using neurophysiologic and psychophysiologic methods together with clinical assessment of patient's conditions in the dynamics of treatment. Latencies of main components of auditory cognitive evoked potentials (EP) as well as latencies of simple sensorimotor reaction and of two-alternative choice reaction to auditory stimuli have been analyzed. The significant decrease of mean values of the P3 component of auditory cognitive EP in comparison with baseline (before beginning of treatment) level has been noted in patients at the stage of pronounced clinical improvement while latencies of N1, P2 and N2 components have not changed significantly. The mean values of latencies of both simple sensorimotor reaction and of two-alternative choice reaction have been decreased as well. The peculiarities of correlations between clinical indices of depression severity and values of latencies of components of cognitive EP in left and right hemispheric leads in patients with apathic depression indicate the relationship of depression severity with impairment of functional state of the left hemisphere and with activation of the right hemisphere that is in good concordance with contemporary views on the dominant role of the right brain hemisphere in the pathogenesis of depression.